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Session Date Topic / Outline

1 Feb 5

Kickoff | Building a Fit for Consulting
• Consulting / Career Path
• Entrance Criteria
• Your Fit Assessment / Spark / Career Goals
• Gaps for Advanced Degree/Non-MBA Candidates
• Building Business Acumen and Case Skils

2 Feb 19

Aligning Fit to Consulting FIrms
• Industry Overview
• Consulting Firm Landscape - Firms, Specialties | Big vs. Boutique
• Approach to Firm Research
• Assessing and Aligning Your FIT
• Networking as Research
• Case Interview Preview

3 Mar 5
Get the Interview
• Resume Deep Dive
• Cover Letter Deep Dirve
• Networking and Importance/Integration

4 Mar 19

<<1-1 Resume Reviews!>>
Get the Offer: Part 1
• Case Interview Practice Methods
• Experience Interview - Overview
• Building Your Story Matrix
• Creating SOAR Outlines

5 Apr 3
Get the Offer: Part 2
• Resume Walkthrough
• Common Questions
• Challenging Questions
• Wrap-up/Next Steps

Summer program 
application dates are 
posted! Applications 

due March-April.

Case Workshop
April 28 | 10am-6pm

$50
WE ARE HERE
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TO ACCESS SESSION MATERIALS AND RESOURCES
GO TO

www.archcareerpartners.com/uchicagogcc-2019
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AGENDA
CCO Session 5| Get the Offer

Review Experience Interview Wrap-up

u Experience 
Interview

u Focus
u Structure

u Resume 
Walkthrough

u Common ?s
u Challenge ?s

u Next steps
u Case workshop
u Q&A
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Interview Preparation

• Primary research 
to learn about 
firms more 
deeply 

• Create 
relationships that 
become 
advocates to 
support 
interview 
invitations

• Create target 
firms

• Answer “Why do 
you want to 
work for our 
firm?”

• Business issue 
variety

• Show structure 
and insights

• Practice firm 
styles

• Why Consulting

• Why [this firm]
• Resume questions
• Behavioral and 

experience 
questions

• Firm specific 
questions

• Questions you will 
ask

• Closing the 
interview

Prep Experience
Interview

Excel at this area

• Resume

• Cover letter
• LinkedIn profile
• Introduction 

(Elevator Pitch)

Prep Cases
Practice 50+ cases 
(Quality > Quantity)

Build Job Search 
Tools

Showcase your background

Research
Know distinctions 

between firms

Network
Build knowledge 
and advocacy

1 2 3 4 5
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EI Review
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Why Role

Significant Achievement/Results

Why Firm/Company

Self-Awareness 
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Key Question Topics
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SO Situation / Obstacle
The background, challenge, need, goal

A Action(s)
What you did – specifically

R
Result(s)

Outcome: Impact/Effect – Quantitative, 
Qualitative, Lessons

For Experience/Behavioral Q’s

Beg

Middle

End

Answer Approach (“Framework”) - SOAR
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Helpful Tip #1

Structure
Use SOAR

Focus on actions
Situation: Discuss big picture, be concise

Result: Give a clear, powerful result
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Helpful Tip #2

Details
Balance: Not too much, not too little
Use GOLDEN NUGGETS for emphasis

Know what you did, how results were calculated
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Helpful Tip #3

Time
Keep answers within 2 – 2 ½ minutes

Practice your time (it does not happen magically)
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Helpful Tip #4

Energy
Show enthusiasm

People more drawn to EXTROVERSION 
upon first meeting
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Helpful Tip #5

Connect
Don’t recite notes as if a script

Share a personal reflection
Show genuine interest

Avoid unprofessional territory
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� Select � Build �Practice

1. Strategically select 
examples/stories

• Match the skill
• Balance experience as a 

student, volunteer, intern, 
working professional
• You can speak to your 

ACTIONS confidently
• The example/story has an 

outcome or impact

TARGET ~ 10-12 STORIES

2. Outline content 
(apply SOAR structure)
• Select ~10 stories from your 

background
• Identify which skills they 

represent
• Outline a SOAR statement
• Verify the skill is clear, your 

actions are defined, the 
results/impact stand out

3. Practice delivery in 
multiple ways

• With a partner
• With a career coach
• Use InterviewStream
• Record on mobile phone
• Walking down the street
• In car
• In front of mirror
• … (many others)

GIVE THIS ATTENTION

Interview Preparation Approach
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Record/Listen

With Friends/Family

Do informational interviews/engage in networking

Have Barbara Walters interview you (seriously)

Question repeat – Longer/Shorter answer

Interview someone else

Get active in speaking situations

Attend conferences

”Fun” ways to Practice
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Content
•ALIGN TO QUESTION 

TOPIC
•STRUCTURE/SOAR

Timing
•MAXIMUM: 2 MINUTES
•ACHIEVEMENT/LEADERSHIP: 

MAY RUN 2 ½ MINUTES

Delivery •ENERGY
•PERSONALITY

Critical: Deliberate Practice

STRUCTURE + FOCUS = 2.5 MINUTES
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Resume 
Walkthrough
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Opening
(Spark)

Story
Themes
***Capture attention***

✪ Be concise. 10-15% of your overall TMAY (of ~ 2-2 ½ minutes)

Key 
Background 
Highlights

HIGHLIGHTS is the key word. Be selective, do not give lots of details.

• Education
• Work experience
• Awards/Publications/Presentations
• Extracurricular activities
***Be sure to connect to your career interests***

✪ Be energetic, smile, use humor when appropriate
Closing
(Future)

Why role?
Why company?
Career goals?
***Describe where you are going***

✪ Critical – strong ending/conclusion – be clear you are closing your answer

TMAY: Content - Summary
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Opening
(Spark)

There are options for Opening:
1. Tell a very short story that is connected to your career 

interests or talents
2. Identify your strengths related to the role
3. State your professional passion
4. State you are at X university studying A (subject) and the 

focus of your research/area of study and possible, what is 
interesting about it.

✪ Be concise. 10-15% of your overall TMAY 
(of ~ 2-2 ½ minutes)

TMAY: Content - Opening (Spark)
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Key 
Background 
Highlights

HIGHLIGHTS is the key word. Be selective, do not give lots of details.

• Education: Undergraduate, masters, doctoral, post-doc, study abroad, 
training

• Work experience: Research, teaching, Internships, full-time and part-time 
jobs – what you did and 1-2 impacts/accomplishments of your work

• Awards/Publications/Presentations: A few of significance
• Extracurricular activities: Volunteer work, athletics, other involvement of 

significance

• Be sure to connect to your career interests
• You want to show that you have made impacts and have strong potential 

in your career
• You want to show you are thoughtful in your activities, involvement, and 

choices
• You want to show that you are diverse and are a person with wide 

perspective

✪ Be energetic, smile, use humor when appropriate

TMAY: Content - Key Background Highlights
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Closing
(Future)

Describe where you are going, again, there are options:
• What has drawn you to this role and this organization (must 

tailor for each company/firm)
• What have you done to research the role and 

company/firm
• What skills you have that will enable you to be successful if 

hired
• What your longer-term career interest are and why this role 

and company/firm fits

✪ You may choose 1-2 of these and combine
✪ Critical – have a strong ending/conclusion – be clear that 

you are closing your answer

TMAY: Content - Closing (Future)
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Opening
(Spark)

• High school: competed in a city wide science fair. Project focused on testing if learning could be improved using technology,
not just class lecture and assignments.

• Was interesting to go from hypothesis to conclusion, and see the results, which turned into a 3rd place overall award.
• Sparked my interest in consulting and solving big problems companies face.

Key 
Background 
Highlights

To highlight key aspects to my background:
• Education: 
- Accounting, University of Kansas, College Honors Program. Offered a balance between the details of business and the 

breadth of liberal arts coursework. FEEA Scholarship.
- Accounting Grader - a selected role from top accounting students. 
- Study abroad - London School of Economics. GREAT experience as it was challenging to be immersed in a totally different 

academic environment and chance to meet students and professionals from dozens of countries.
• Work experience:
- Internship U.S. General Assurance Office. Project to evaluate a land acquisition by the Army in Fort Riley, KS. There were 

public objections and several obstacles for the project. Through the analysis, I uncovered an opportunity to “swap” 
locations with a Washington state based unit, with ample land. This alternative led to reconsidering the approach for Ft. 
Riley.

- Part-time roles in retail, manufacturing, and as a camp counselor
• Volunteer/Hobbies: Reading and Math tutor with Junior Achievement, sports (KU basketball!)

Closing
(Future)

• High school project carried with me during college. It shaped my choice to study business, and focus on accounting to see 
the financial aspects to companies.

• Developed my interest in Consulting in a few ways:
1) Leadership role as an Accounting grader – and next year, I will be a Teaching Assistant
2) Coursework which included experiential learning and consulting projects
3) Talking to consultants to learn about the work and skills to be a successful Analyst

• Consulting is a career I am pursuing to help companies solve challenging problems. I also know that my leadership and 
analytic skills will be pushed and that is exciting.

• LT Goal: Global career helping companies bring new ideas to market and the the firm. Like my my high school project and 
the Army, but, on a larger scale in the corporate environment.

• That is why I’m excited to be here interviewing with [Firm name] today.

TMAY: Example NOTES
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Video Demo
TMAY (Resume Walkthrough) 

Example 1
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Video Demo
TMAY (Resume Walkthrough) 

Example 2
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What are 
the 2-4 
THEMES 
which 
connect 
your
experience 
thus far?

TMAY: Homework - Your Themes
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Common
Questions
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Why 
Consulting

?

Why You
?

Why Firm
?

27

Key Questions: Big 3 Questions (B3Qs)
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Predicting is impossible | Plan for the probable

① Greatest Achievement Setting goals and achieving

② Leadership Lead team in face of obstacles

③ Problem Solving Creatively and analytically solving problems

④ Weaknesses/Failure Self-awareness, open to feedback/change

⑤ Conflict/Challenge Pushing on the status quo, initiative

⑥ Focus/Goals Career goals, interests beyond this role

⑦ Business Acumen Knowledge of business, actions to learn

Key Question Topics: Step 1 of Preparation
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Skill Area Question Examples
Leadership • Tell me about a leadership challenge that left an impact on the organization.

Problem 
Solving

• Provide an example of a time you had to solve a complex problem and what 
was the outcome?

Analytics • Give an example of a situation where you had to analyze data to draw a 
conclusion.

Team work • What is an example of an excellent team you worked with and what created the 
success of that team?

Influence • Provide an example of a time you had to persuade someone to your point of 
view.

Conflict • Describe a situation where you faced a conflict causing a roadblock and what 
did you do to resolve it.

Challenge • Describe a situation when you failed.
• What are your weaknesses?

Fit • Why are you interested in joining our organization?
• What are you interested in consulting
• What research have you done about our organization?

Question Topics | Example Questions
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Video Link: https://youtu.be/hB0WzQGga2w

Example: 
Experience Question in Action
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Challenging
Questions
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① Greatest achievement

② Leadership challenge

③ Conflict resolved

④ Weakness(es)

⑤ Failure

5 Toughest Questions
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Q1: Greatest Achievement

33

Question:
Describe your greatest 
achievement

Why asked:
• Assess ability to prioritize and “wow” 

the interviewer
• Assess storytelling ability
• Allow drill-down into the response
• Give insight into how much of the 

achievement was due to the candidate’s 
actions

Pitfalls:
• Wrong example
• Not identifying why this is the 

“greatest”
• No structure – Not using SOAR
• Not identifying key skills used to get the 

result
• Missing a personal connection to the 

achievement

“I consider this my greatest 
achievement because…”
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Question:
Provide an example of 
a time you led a team 
through a challenge.

What is leadership?
• Taking initiative
• Communicating a vision
• Translating vision into reality
• Inspiring others
• Making tough decisions
• Motivating others
• Empowering others
• Developing others

Why asked:
• Key in the consulting job
• Skills used focus on the leadership 

capabilities, not management
• Identify if you “have what it 

takes”
• To differentiate candidates:

Influencers/those who impact 
from all others

Pitfalls:
• Being to humble
• Bragging without merit
• Confusion about your role
• Not defining specifically your 

leadership actions
• Describing the problem you 

solved, not your leadership
• Unclear obstacle, too small
• Too many details

Q2: Leadership Challenge
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Q3: Conflict Resolved

Question:
Tell me about a time 
you actively resolved a 
conflict.
Why asked:
• Understand how you handle 

conflict
• Demonstrate your confidence to 

discuss conflict

Pitfalls:
• Story choice is not really a 

conflict (more like a difference of 
opinion)

• Not a situation you actively 
resolved

• Lack details to demonstrate the 
barrier the conflict created

• Lack details to demonstrate 
tension
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Q4: Weakness(es)

36

Question:
In what areas are you 
the weakest? 

Why asked:
• Determines level of preparation
• Explores self-awareness
• Demonstrates ability to apply 

feedback
• Shows candidate confidence

Pitfalls:
• Strength disguised as a weakness
• Weakness that is critical to the 

job
• Not identifying how you are 

addressing the weakness or how 
you overcame it

• “Made-up” weakness
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Q5: Failure

Question:
What’s your greatest 
professional failure?

Why asked:
• Assess preparation
• Determine if you learn from failure
• Are you self-aware
• Determine if you take calculated

risks
• Evaluate your judgment

Pitfalls:
• Use story that is not a failure – a 

failure has a terminal end
• Describing a HUGE failure
• Over-explaining the failure (your 

failure was awesome)
• Don’t address learnings (or 

ideally, when applied later)
• Avoid highlighting issues with 

work ethic, professionalism or 
judgment

• Use an early career failure
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Think about the question purpose

Select your story/example

Review selected story/example with others

Write SOAR outline

Practice and time yourself

Do a mock interview

Best Practices for Tough Questions
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Wrap-Up
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Interview Preparation

• Primary research 
to learn about 
firms more 
deeply 

• Create 
relationships that 
become 
advocates to 
support 
interview 
invitations

• Create target 
firms

• Answer “Why do 
you want to 
work for our 
firm?”

• Business issue 
variety

• Show structure 
and insights

• Practice firm 
styles

• Why Consulting

• Why [this firm]
• Resume questions
• Behavioral and 

experience 
questions

• Firm specific 
questions

• Questions you will 
ask

• Closing the 
interview

Prep Experience
Interview

Excel at this area

• Resume

• Cover letter
• LinkedIn profile
• Introduction 

(Elevator Pitch)

Prep Cases
Practice 50+ cases 
(Quality > Quantity)

Build Job Search 
Tools

Showcase your background

Research
Know distinctions 

between firms

Network
Build knowledge 
and advocacy

1 2 3 4 5
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# Action Explanation

1 Do your 
homework

• Review firm information (from online resources)
• Be clear about consulting/consultant role

2 Prepare your 
messages

• 30 second (OR LESS) background summary (e.g., Elevator 
Pitch)
• Companies/organizations/researchers worked for
• Roles/experience 
• 2-3 things connected to consulting you have done

• Why consulting? (…is of interest to you)
• Why firm? Something to convey from doing your homework

3 Look the part • Dress (executive-like), polished shoes
• Hands free, proper gear

4 Mindset position • Go with confidence and energy
• Don’t expect “love at first sight”

5 Presence prep • Strong/clear voice, posture, hands, eye contact
• SMILE J

Finish Line: Final Focus
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• You will have the best possible 
outcomeOPTIMISM

• You can succeed CONFIDENCE

• This is a career path you wantIMPORTANCE

• It takes a LOT of hard work, do 
not underestimate PREPAREDNESS

Mindset: Creates Outlcomes
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Capture Consulting Offers

Thank you and 
Good Luck!
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Capture
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